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By Janet Evanovich

MACMILLAN AUDIO, United States, 2005. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. abridged edition. 145 x 132
mm. Language: English . Brand New. Semiretired mob guy Eddie DeCooch is caught trafficking
contraband cigarettes through Trenton, New Jersey. When DeCooch fails to show for a court
appearance, bond enforcement agent Stephanie Plum is assigned the task of finding him and
dragging his decrepit ass back to jail. Not such an easy job, it turns out, since DeCooch has learned
a lot of tricks over the years and isn t afraid to use his gun. He s already shot Loretta Ricci, an
innocent old lady, and left her for worm food in his shed. He wouldn t mind shooting Stephanie
next.Likeable losers (and Steph s former high school classmates) Walter MoonMan Dunphy and
Dougie The Dealer Kruper have inadvertently become involved with DeCooch. They ve gotten
sucked into an operation that is much more than simple cigarette smuggling and holds risks far
greater than anyone could have imagined.When Dougie disappears, Steph goes into search mode.
When Mooner disappears, she calls in the heavy artillery and asks master bounty hunter Ranger for
help. Ranger s price for the job? One night with Stephanie, dusk to dawn....
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Reviews
This publication is definitely worth purchasing. Yes, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like just
how the author write this publication.
-- O die Dicki
This type of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting ahead plus more. It is writter in easy terms rather than di icult to understand. Your
way of life period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking at this ebook.
-- Gla dyce Reing er
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